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UN PROGRAMME (COSTUM) DE CALCUL DES INTERVALLES DE CONFIANCE
POUR LES MESURES IN SITU DES CONTRAINTES
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RÉSUMÉ

L'état de la contrainte in situ est l'un des paramètres nécessaires pour la conception
et l'analyse des essais et pour l'évaluation des modèles numériques servant à simuler les
conditions souterraines. Pour expliquer la variabilité et l'incertitude des mesures de contrainte in
situ, il est souhaitable d'appliquer des limites de confiance aux contraintes mesurées.

On effectue souvent plusieurs mesures de l'état de contrainte le long d'un trou de
forage pour évaluer l'état de contrainte "moyen" en un point. Du fait que la contrainte est un
tenseur, le calcul des limites de contrainte moyenne et de confiance avec des techniques scalaires
est inapproprié et incorrect.

On a rédigé un programme pour calculer et présenter les contraintes moyennes
principales et les limites de confiance pour l'intensité et la direction de ces contraintes moyennes
principales. Ce rapport décrit le programme de calcul. COSTUM.
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ABSTRACT

The state of in situ stress is one of the parameters required both for the design and analysis of
underground excavations and for the evaluation of numerical models used to simulate underground
conditions. To account for the variability and uncertainty of in situ stress measurements, it is desirable to
apply confidence limits to measured stresses.

Several measurements of the state of stress along a borehole are often made to estimate the "average"
state of stress at a point. Since stress is a tensor, calculating the mean stress and confidence limits using
scalar techniques is inappropriate as well as incorrect.

A computer program has been written to calculate and present the mean principal stresses and the
confidence limits for the magnitudes and directions of the mean principal stresses. This report describes
the computer program, COSTUM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The in situ state of stress in a rock mass is information that is fundamental for engineering design.
Currently, triaxial in situ stress is frequently measured at a point or very small volume of rock using an
overcoring method [1]. In order to develop some confidence in the stress measurements, several overcore
tests are usually performed along a borehole. However, recent work by Dyke et al. [2] indicated that the
international geotechnical community had no practical means to statistically represent in situ stress
measurements. A practical solution was required to determine the mean and confidence limits for the
stress tensors.

Since stress is a tensor with nine components (six independent), calculating the mean, standard deviation
and confidence intervals cannot be carried out using the same statistical techniques developed for scalar
quantities. This report presents a computer program (COSTUM, Confidence On Stress Tensors Using
Monte Carlo) for the determination and presentation of the mean stress tensor and the confidence limits
associated with it. The theory behind COSTUM is presented by Walker et al. [31.

2. THE COSTUM PROGRAM

A Monte Carlo method is used to calculate confidence limits on the stress tensor. The method involves
generating a large number of principal stresses which can be treated as a sample from a population.
Confidence limits on the magnitudes of the principal stresses are determined from the sample by
applying simple statistics. The principal stresses are also contoured on an equal-area stereographic
projection to establish confidence limits on the orientation of the principal stresses.

Three programs were created to provide a solution to the confidence limit problem. Figures 1 and 2
contain flowcharts of program and file flow. Appendices A through E contain source code and variable
listings for the programs. The appendices have been published as an Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
(AECU restricted report [4] and are not included with this report. Program COSTUM controls the gen-
eration of random tensors and the calculation of the point densities through two subroutines, GEN
and DENS, respectively. Program CONTOUR is used to generate contour lines. Program PLOTOUT
plots the results on a pen plotter.

2.1 GENERATING RANDOM TENSORS

The Monte Carlo portion of the program is done entirely in subroutine GEN (see Figure 3). Input to GEN
consists of a data file containing a borehole name, the number of random points to be generated, and
global stresses from actual test data. The term global stresses refers to the normal and shear stresses with
respect to the global coordinate system (axes are directed north, east and vertical). See Figures 4a and b
for a sample input file and its format. The three-dimensional stress field determined by overcoring is
described by nine global stress components (six independent) and follow the conventions shown in
Figure 5. Once the data is read the mean tensor is calculated by finding the mean of each global
component of all the tensors.

The eigenvectors of the mean tensor (from subroutines JACOBI and EIGSRT [5]) describe a coordinate
system in the base of the mean. The global stresses from the test data are rotated into the same base as
the mean. The calculation of the standard deviation about the mean is done with the rotated data, with
each tensor component treated separately.

The mean tensor (in the base of the mean), along with the standard deviation matrixes used as input to
the random number generator (subroutine SNORM [6]). SNORM returns randomly generated global
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stress components that are normally distributed about the mean tensor. The generated global stresses are
rotated back to their original coordinate system since they are generated in the base of the mean. The
tensor is resolved into principal stresses that are placed in a matrix named STMAT. In most engineering
applications rock is subject to compressive stresses; therefore, the tensor is regenerated if <Tj, a2, or o"3 is in
tension.

2.1.1 Confidence Limits on Magnitudes of Principal Stresses

A large number of stress tensors must be generated in order to get a reasonable estimate of the
confidence intervals. A maximum of 100 000 tests can be generated by this program. A run of 20 000
tests produces good results. Generating more tests has a negligible effect on the output.

The confidence limits on the tensors are calculated for the magnitudes and directions separately. The
limits on the magnitudes are found in subroutine GEN in the following manner. The randomly generated
principal stresses are sorted into ascending order according to magnitude. Each principal stress is treated
separately, i.e., a1 is sorted independently of a2 and CT3. The lower 90% confidence limit on a principal
stress occurs at the lower five percentile of the sorted stress data. Since 20 000 tensors are generated, the
5% point in the sorted list occurs at test number 1000 (5% of 20 000 is 1000). Similarly the upper 90%
confidence limit on the magnitude occurs at the test occuring at the upper five percentile of the sorted
data. This is test number 19 000 of the sorted list. In this manner 90% of the tests are enclosed by the
upper and lower 5 percentiles.

GEN outputs summary data to the following two files: STAT.TXT (see Figure 6) and HEADER.DAT.
STAT.TXT contains the raw input data and summary statistics about the data. HEADER.DAT contains
the following information for plotter output: raw overcore data resolved into principal stresses,
confidence limits on stress magnitudes, and plot title.

2.2 POINT DENSITY CALCULATIONS

Point density calculations for the randomly generated principal stresses are done in subroutine DENS [7].
See Figures 7a and b for flowcharts of this routine.

To calculate point densities DENS projects a set of principal stresses onto an equal-area stereonet. The net
is overlayed by a square counting grid. A 1% counting circle is used to count the number of data points
at each grid intersection. The sum at each grid intersection is divided by the total number of data points
to arrive at a number representing the percent density per 1% counting-circle area.

Subroutine DENS performs three sets of point density calculations, one for each of the generated
principal stresses (av a2, a3). Three files (DENS_1.OUT, DENS_2.OUT, DENS_3.OUT) containing the
grid values of the point densities are output. This gridded data is used to calculate confidence limits on
the orientation of the principal stresses.

2.2.1 Confidence Limits on Orientation of Principal Stresses

The 90% confidence on the orientation of a principal stress can be represented by a contour line enclosing
90% of the randomly generated data points. Confidence limits are calculated separately for each of the
three principal stresses.
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The 90% contour levels are also determined in subroutine DENS. To find the level at which 90% of the
points fall inside the contour line the following procedure is used. The point densities at the grid
intersections are sorted into ascending order and placed into array SORT. The sum of all these values
represents 100% of the point density values (stored in variable STOT). Ten percent of STOT represents
the sum of the point densities at which 10% of the points have been counted starting in the most sparsely
populated portions of the stereonet. Another sum of array SORT is calculated by adding an element of
SORT to STOT2 until STOT2 equals 10% of STOT. The last element added to STOT2 is SORT(J). The
contour level where 10% of the points fall outside and 90% inside is the same as the point density stored
in SORT(J). To make sure at least 10% of the points fall outside the contour, 1.0 is added to the contour
level.

Once the 90% contour level is found the data is gridded once again using a local second order polynomial
fit. This reduces discontinuities in the contour plot. The gridding is performed by subroutine GRID [8].
This gridded data is output to three files (DENSJ.OUT, DENS_2.OUT, and DENS_3.OUT).

2.3 CONTOURING THE RESULTS

The gridded point density data is contoured by means of two programs, CONTOUR [9] and PLOTOUT.
CONTOUR generates the (x,y) coordinates of the contour lines and PLOTOUT generates pen-plotter
output.

Finding a suitable stereonet contouring routine for a pen plotter was a problem. DENS was chosen
because a form of it is currently used by AECL. The routine was originally written for line-printer output
but was modified for pen-plotter output. For this reason programs CONTOUR and PLOTOUT were
added to the package.

Since DENS was originally intended to output to a line-printer, a square counting grid was used. A
square grid would not require the characters to be remapped for the printer output. Simplicity of
calculations is another factor in favour of the square grid.

However, there are problems associated with the square grid: namely, making contour lines continuous
at diametrically opposite sides of the stereonet. With a square grid the distance from the stereonet
circumference to the nearest grid point will vary around the stereonet. Few grid points actually fall on
the perimeter.

Continuity and smoothness of contour lines are not major considerations when outputting to a line-
printer. When contouring the gridded data directly from the point density routine, it was found the
contours were not smooth and continuous (on a pen plotter). For this reason the data is gridded a second
time by locally fitting a second-order polynomial to it.

To improve the quality of the contours the original counting grid in DENS was made much finer and was
extended past the stereonet circumference. This modification produced a better polynomial fit when a
contour crossed the circumference.

2.3.1 Generating Contour Lines

Program CONTOUR uses files DENS1_1 _2 _3.OUT as input. The program generates a series of (x,y)
coordinates that follow a contour through the gridded data of the input files. The (x,y) pairs are output to
files CONTOUR_1 _2 _3.OUT, which correspond to 90% contours for av o2 and CT3.
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2.3.2 Plotting the Results

Program PLOTOUT uses CONTOUR'S three output files and file HEADER.DAT as input. PLOTOUT
calls FORTRAN fundamental plotting subroutines to drive a Nicolet 8-pen plotter. See Figure 8 for a
flowchart and Appendix E for source code and variable listings of PLOTOUT. PLOTOUT outputs file
PLOT.PLT, which is sent to a pen plotter. See Figure 9 for an example plot

3. RUNNING THE PROGRAMS

The stress-tensor statistics package is run in the following manner:

i) Create an input file containing global stresses from overcore tests. See Figure 4a.

ii) Run programs COSTUM, CONTOUR, and PLOTOUT consecutively.

iii) Print file STAT.TXT and send file PLOT.PLT to the plotter.

iv) Delete files DENS_1 _2 _3.OUT, CONTOUR_1 _2 _3.OUT, and HEADER.DAT.

Note: File STAT.TXT can be printed immediately after COSTUM completes running if a contour
plot is not required.

A typical run, which generates 20 000 random tensors, uses approximately 4.5 minutes of CPU time when
running on a VAX 6230.

4. SUMMARY

The computer program COSTUM has been developed to calculate and present the mean and confidence
limits for stress tensors. The program is written in VAX FORTRAN and is based on the theoretical
solution published by Walker et al. [2]. The program could also be modified to handle any second-order
tensor with nine components of which six are independent.
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FIGURE 1: Flowchart of Program Modules
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ilimit •«- # random tensors to generate

matrix a ••- global stresses from overcore tests

matrix meana -4- £ global stresses / total # tests

resolve mean global stresses into principal stresses

call jacobi(meana,sig,l)
matrix sig contains eigenvectors of meana
matrix I contains eigenvalues of meana

set up various rotation matrices

Imean I

limean •« - l T «r 1

l i tmean*- I - ( I1)7 - (IT)T

put mean global stresses into base of the mean

set off diagonal elements of meana to zero
set diagonal elements of meana to sig

rotate overcore data in matrix a to the base of the mean

matrix b •« - IT * a * I

subtract mean tensor from matrix b

b 4 - b- meana

calculate variance and standard deviation matrices

sqb •«- b*
sumb <«- Esqb
varb •*- sumb/(itot-1)
stdevb * - V varb

generate random tensors and place into matrix result

call snorm (result.meana.stdevb)

rotate result back to original coordinate system

result •*- litmean' result * limean

resolve result matrix into principal stesses and directions

calljacobi(result,sig,l)

YES Csig(1.2.3JV
cO?y

NO
calculate trend and plunge of randomly
generated tensor

call trpl(l,trend,plunge)

store randomly generated principal stresses and
directions in matrix stmat

stmat(j,1 ,n) •*- sig(j)
stmat(j,2,n) <«— trend
stmat(j,3,n) •*- plunge
j = 1,2,3 for Sigma 1,2,3
n=1,2,3 ilimit

YES

# o
randomly
generated
stresses <

ilimit?

sort principal stresses into
ascending order

call heap(stmat,i!imit)

calculate 90% confidence
limits on stress magnitudes

ilower •«- int( ilimit *S/100)
iupper -<- ilimit-ilower
stmatG,1,ilower) ••- -90% limit
stmat(j,1 .iupper) ••- +90% limit
j-1,2,3 for sigma 1,2,3

oo

FIGURE 3: Flowchart of Subroutine GEN
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208-019-OC1
20000
19.31
17.28"
22.60
21.71
25.62
999.999
sig x
sig ew

15.25
22.40
19.96
17.89
18.50
0.00

sig y
sig ns

13.04
12.19
17.68
17.00
19.05
0.00

sig z
sig v

7.20
5.58
7.41
6.19
7.57
0.00

tau xy
tau ewns

1.74
8.83
5.39
4.54
7.93
0.00

tau xz
tau ewv

9.75
6.21
6.76
6.79
9.45
0.00

tau yz
tau nsv

10.77 m
12.79 m
14.07 m
16.04 m
16.56 m
0.00

test depth
test depth

FIGURE 4a: A Typical Input File

Line
Number

1

2

3

3rd last

2nd last

last

Variable
Name

borehole name

number of random
tensors to generate

global stresses
& test depth

end of input data
indicator
(sig x = 999.999)

Format

a30

i6

f7.3,5(2X,f7.3),2x,f7.2

same as above

stress labels in x,y,z coordinate system

stress labels in global coordinate system

Note: The last two lines of input are not read by the program.
They are used for information purposes.'

FIGURE 4b: Format of a Typical Input File
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+X (East)

Note: All stresses are shown in the positive sense.
Positive normal stresses are compressive.

+Y (North)

FIGURE 5: Stress Sign Conventions Used by Program COSTUM
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Raw data from input f i l e : 87AT_MC.INP
Borehole: 208-019-OC1

sig x sig y sig z tau xy tau xz tau yz depth

19.310 15.250 13.040 7.200 1.740 9.750 10.77

17.280 22.400 12.190 5.580 8.830 6.210 12.79

22.600 19.960 17.680 7.410 5.390 6.760 14.07

21.710 17.890 17.000 6.190 4.540 6.790 16.04

25.620 18.500 19.050 7.570 7.930 9.450 16.56

FIGURE 6: Example of STAT.TXT Output File

Continued.
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Reduced data from input file: 87AT_MC.INP
Borehole: 208-019-OC1

Number of samples read in = 5

Number of samples generated for simulation = 20000

Mean global stress matrix.

21.304 6.790 5.686
6.790 18.800 7.792
5.686 7.792 15.792

Mean principal stresses.

Sigmal =
Sigma2 =
Sigma3 =

32
14
9

.34

.20

.36

226.2/
122.1/
0.8/

29
23
50

.9

.0

.7

Standard deviation matrix.

3
1
1

.449

.039

.488

1
2
2

.039

.147

.973

1
2
2

.488

.973

.899

90% confidence limits on stress magnitudes.

Sigmal

Sigma2

Sigma 3
-90% =
+90% =

FIGURE 6: (Concluded)

Mean =
-90% =
+ 90% =

Mean =
-90% =
+90% =

Mean =
-90% =
+90% =

32.34
26.90
38.10

14.20
11.90
19.44

9.36
3.26
12.15

MPa
MPa
MPa

MPa
MPa
MPa

MPa
MPa
MPa
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calculate grid parameters and initialize k x I grid

node(k,l) • • - 0
kount(k,l) • * - 0

np

e <— stmat(isig,2,np) trend ol principal stress
f -4 - stmat(isig,3,np) plunge of principal stress

calculate direction cosines of data vector (e,f) and
determine nearest node on projection plane grid

call dcvect(e,f,a,b,c.k,l)
(a.b.c) are direction cosines of e,f
k,l are indices of nearest node on the grid

increment kount(kj) for node(k.l)

call count(a,b,c,k,l)

I np < - np+1

YES

NO

calculate contour level for 9 0 % confidence limit

call print(np) (see Figure 7b)

isig 4 - isig+1

YES

FIGURE 7a: Flowchart of Subroutine DENS



calculate percent point density for each node

akount(kj) •*- kount(k.l) / np ' 100

change from node coordinates to x, y, z for
gridding routine

x(npts) <«- x coordinate of node(k,l)
y(npts) 4 - y coordinate of node(k.l)
z(npts) t- akount(k,l)

1 *- + 1

1 *- 0
k 4 - k + 1

npts2 *- npts2 + 1
sort(npts2) +- akount(k,l)
stot •*- stot + sort(npts2)

YES

sort matrix sort into ascending order

call bubble(sort,npts2)

find contour line where 10% of the points are
outside (i.e. 9 0 % confidence contour)

stot2 • * - 0

stot2 •*- stol2 + sort(j)

The 9 0 % contour level occurs at the array
element in matrix sort where I sort ( j)* 10% stoi
1.0 is added to the contour level to ensure that
at least 10% of the points lie outside the contour
line.

clevel •« - 1.0 + sortG)

Locally fit a polynomial to the data in order to
smooth it and make it continuous.

call grid(x,y,z,npts,gd,...)

matrix gd contains the smoothed grid data on
return from the subroutine call

output smoothed gridded data to 3 files

dens_1 .out data for sigrna 1
dens_2.out data for sigma 2
dens_3.out data for sigma 3

FIGURE 7b: Flowchart of Subroutine PRINT



isig

open file that contains (x,y) coordinates of
contours for sigma isig

when isig - 1 , contouM .out is opened
when isig * 2, contour_2.out is opened
when isig - 3, contour_3.out is opened

read contour information from file
i.e. # of contours, plot limits,
values of contours

YES

read (x,y) coordinates of a contour

plot line from last (x,y) point to current (x,y)
point making sure contours stop at
stereonet boundaries

NO

YES

NO

close input file contourj .out
contour_2.out
contour_3.out

close file plt.plt

open pen plotter file plt.plt
initialize plotter
plot borders
read information from header.dat and plot

isig 4 - isig + 1

FIGURE 8: Flowchart of Program PLOTOUT
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BOREHOLE: 208-019-OC1

CONFIDENCE LIMITS ON STRESS MAGNITUDES (MPa)

-907.
MEAN
+907.

10. 77
12.79
14. 07
16. 04
16. 56

0 SIGMA1
?6.
32.
38.

90
3 4
10

4-

TEST

SIGMA2
11. 90
14. 20
19. 44

DEPTHS (m)

A SIGMA3
3. ?6
9. 36
12. 15

Note: Solid symbols represent mean principal stresses.

FIGURE 9: Example Plotter Output
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